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What is Social Networking



…Includes…

 Community based web sites

 On-Line discussions

 Forums

 Chat rooms

 Live streaming

 Meeting, Dating and/or hooking up

 Other on-line social spaces



What it’s all about

 For the user

 Networking

 For the site owner:

 Making $$$



Top Social Networking Sites

Social network Monthly Active Users

Facebook 2,010,000,000

YouTube 1,500,000,000

Instagram 700,000,000

Twitter 328,000,000

Reddit 250,000,000

Vine (In January 2017, The Vine became the Vine Camera 200,000,000

Pinterest 175,000,000

Ask.fm 160,000,000

Tumblr 115,000,000

Flickr 112,000,000

https://www.facebook.com/
https://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/
https://www.youtube.com/
https://youtube.googleblog.com/2017/06/updates-from-vidcon-more-users-more.html
https://www.instagram.com/
http://blog.instagram.com/post/160011713372/170426-700million
https://www.twitter.com/
https://about.twitter.com/company
https://www.reddit.com/
https://about.reddit.com/advertise/
https://www.vine.co/
http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2015/11/08/what-can-vine-be-for-twitter-inc.aspx
https://www.pinterest.com/
https://business.pinterest.com/en/blog/175-million-people-discovering-new-possibilities-on-pinterest
http://ask.fm/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASKfm
https://www.tumblr.com/
https://www.tumblr.com/press
https://www.flickr.com/
https://blog.flickr.net/2015/06/10/thank-you-flickr-community/


Facebook / LinkedIn

 To connect with family, friends, co-workers and common groups

 Members post on their ‘timeline’

 Friends and friends of friends see a member’s updated posts

 Based upon post settings

 Also includes a ‘messenger’ function for real time ‘chatting’

 Making Money: 

 General sales (garage sale items, affiliate sales, follower based sales)

http://facebook.com/
http://linkedin.com/


YouTube

 Members post videos

 Create a ‘subscriber’ following

 Making Money

 Advertising based income based 

upon number of video views

http://youtube.com/


Instagram

 Post videos and pictures directly from your smartphone

 Similar to Facebook and Twitter

 Your posts appear on your profile page

 Your followers then get your posts

 Making Money

 Follower based income (sponsored posts, affiliate income, 

http://instagram.com/


Twitter

 Tweeting:

 Broadcasting short messages 

(<= 140 characters) to your 

followers

 Re-tweeting

 Repeating messages you’ve 

received from others

http://twitter.com/


Reddit

 Users submit videos, blog posts and links of interesting 

items

 Other members vote posts up or down (like / dislike)

 Most liked items appear at the top of the feed.

 A quick way to keep apprised of things that others 

have found interesting.

 There are also sub-reddits which focus on a particular 

topic, city or region, sports team, tv show, etc.

http://reddit.com/


Vine

 Vine WAS 

 … allowed users to share 

short 6 second video loops

http://vine.co/


Pinterest

 A means for members to discover and exchange 

ideas

 User creates pinboards

 When the user finds a related article, video or image 

they pin it to their board

 Boards can then be followed and shared

http://pinterest.com/


Blogging sites: Ask.fm & Tumblr

 Microblogging sites

 Tumblr

 Each user has his or her own Tumblelog where they can publish short 

posts of text, images, quotes, links, video, audio and chats

 Similar to Twitter, you can reblog other’s entries as well as to ‘like’ them

 Ask.fm

 Anonymous question / answer platform



Flickr

 Photo Sharing and hosting 

service

 Free and paid versions

 Share or sell your 

photographs



Cautions
….AND PRECAUTIONS



Understand

 Exactly what the services 

“cost you”

 Dollars

 Privacy

 Security

 What fine print is there to

using the services

 Limitations



Consider

 The information you’re posting

 Whom will be seeing this information

 What can be done with the information

 What MIGHT be done with the information



Consider

 What information do you NOT 

think you’re posting….

 … that you are

 Pictures & Posts

 Tells where you are and when 

you are (were) there

 Can be used to unconsciously 

tell people you’re not home



Privacy & 

Security

 Take the time to go 

through ALL… ALL…. 
ALL security settings.

 Recheck privacy 

settings after EVERY 

program update

 They frequently revert

to the defaults


